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Electing a leader is a fundamental task in distributed computing. In its implicit version, only the leader must know who is the elected leader. This paper focuses on studying the message and time complexity of randomized implicit leader election in synchronous distributed networks. Surprisingly, the most “obvious” complexity bounds have not been proven for randomized algorithms. In particular, the seemingly obvious lower bounds of $\Omega(m)$ messages, where $m$ is the number of edges in the network, and $\Omega(D)$ time, where $D$ is the network diameter, are non-trivial to show for randomized (Monte Carlo) algorithms. (Recent results, showing that even $\Omega(n)$, where $n$ is the number of nodes in the network, is not a lower bound on the messages in complete networks, make the above bounds somewhat less obvious). To the best of our knowledge, these basic lower bounds have not been established even for deterministic algorithms, except for the restricted case of comparison algorithms, where it was also required that nodes may not wake up spontaneously and that $D$ and $n$ were not known. We establish these fundamental lower bounds in this paper for the general case, even for randomized Monte Carlo algorithms. Our lower bounds are universal in the sense that they hold for all universal algorithms (namely, algorithms that work for all graphs), apply to every $D$, $m$, and $n$, and hold even if $D$, $m$, and $n$ are known, all the nodes wake up simultaneously, and the algorithms can make any use of node’s identities. To show that these bounds are tight, we present an $O(m)$ messages algorithm. An $O(D)$ time leader election algorithm is known. A slight adaptation of
our lower bound technique gives rise to an $\Omega(m)$ message lower bound for randomized broadcast algorithms.

An interesting fundamental problem is whether both upper bounds (messages and time) can be reached simultaneously in the randomized setting for all graphs. The answer is known to be negative in the deterministic setting. We answer this problem partially by presenting a randomized algorithm that matches both complexities in some cases. This already separates (for some cases) randomized algorithms from deterministic ones. As first steps towards the general case, we present several universal leader election algorithms with bounds that trade-off messages versus time. We view our results as a step towards understanding the complexity of universal leader election in distributed networks.

1 Introduction

Leader election is a fundamental and classical problem in distributed computing. Due to shortage of space, we rely on the reader’s familiarity with its long history and many theoretical implications. Previous work is too rich to survey here, see, e.g., [3, 16, 22, 23]. Still, let us stress that this long-studied task is relevant today more than ever, with its practical applications to the emerging area of large scale and resource-constrained networks such as peer-to-peer networks (e.g., that of Akamai [19]), ad hoc and sensor networks (e.g., [10, 24]). For example, minimizing messages and time for basic tasks such as leader election can help in minimizing energy consumption in ad hoc and sensor networks. Hence, it is desirable to achieve fast, low cost and scalable leader election. This is one of the reasons why this paper concentrates on randomized algorithms, that have been shown to reduce complexity dramatically in various contexts. (In fact, it was recently shown that the randomized message complexity of leader election in complete graphs is sublinear, $O(\sqrt{n}\log^{3/2} n)$ [14], where $n$ is the number of nodes.) Interestingly, although the leader election task is so well studied, some basic theoretical questions concerning its complexity have not been answered yet, especially (but not only) for the randomized case.

Informally, the leader election task requires a group of processors in a distributed network to elect a unique leader among themselves, i.e., exactly one processor must output the decision that it is the leader, say, by changing a special status component of its state to the value leader, with all the other nodes changing their status component to the value non-leader. These nodes need not be aware of the identity of the leader. This implicit version of leader election is rather standard (cf. [16]), and is sufficient in many applications, e.g., its original application for token generation in a token ring environment [15]. (In the explicit variant, every node must also know the identity of the unique leader.) This paper focuses on implicit leader election, although our algorithms apply to the explicit version as well.

The study of leader election algorithms is usually concerned with both message and time complexity. Both may appear to be very well understood. For example, Awerbuch [4] presented an $O(n)$ rounds, $O(m + n \log n)$ messages deterministic algorithm that was claimed to be optimal both in terms of time complexity and in terms of message complexity. As demonstrated in [20], the time in Awerbuch’s algorithm may be optimal only existentially, that is, only in the case that $n = O(D)$, where $D$ the diameter of the graph. Moreover, these claims of optimality rely on the tacit assumption that $D$ and $m$ (the number of edges) are lower bounds on the time and the number of messages required for leader election, respectively. Surprisingly, even for deterministic algorithms, the only proof we are aware of for a lower bound of $\Omega(m)$ on the message complexity of leader election is for the rather restricted case where (a) the algorithms are only comparison algorithms (that may not
manipulate the actual value of node’s identities, but only compare identities with each other), (b) spontaneous wakeup of the nodes is not guaranteed, and (c) network parameters (such as \( n \)) are not known to the nodes. This restricted case admits a very short and elegant proof, cf. [23]. Unfortunately, that proof fails completely if one of the assumptions is removed\(^1\). (As a by product of our results for randomized algorithms, we get rid of all these special assumptions for deterministic algorithms too.) For the time complexity of leader election, the situation is even less stable, and the lower bound of \( D \) seems to be folklore, cf. [5, 23].) 

Let us assume for a moment that the above lower bounds were indeed “obvious” (though not formally proven for the general case) for deterministic algorithms. Are they indeed that obvious for randomized ones? The work of [14] demonstrated that, for randomized algorithms, the seemingly obvious lower bound of \( \Omega(n) \) messages for a complete graph (as well as other classes of graphs with sufficiently small mixing times such as expanders and hypercubes) does not hold. Specifically, it presented an algorithm that executes in \( O(1) \) time and uses only \( O(\sqrt{n} \log^{3/2} n) \) messages to elect a leader in a complete graph (and similarly for other families of high-expansion graphs). Consequently, it would appear that the obvious lower bounds on time and messages must be revisited, especially for randomized algorithms.

This paper concerns universal leader election algorithms, namely, algorithms that work for all graphs. The unconditional randomized lower bounds of \( \Omega(m) \) messages and \( \Omega(D) \) time shown in this paper (cf. Table 1) subsume the above deterministic bounds in a general way. These bounds apply to a large class of graphs for (essentially) every given \( m, D, \) and \( n \). They hold even for non-comparison algorithms and even if nodes have knowledge of these parameters. They also hold for synchronous networks, and even if all the nodes wake up simultaneously. Finally, they hold not only for the \textsc{CONGEST} model [21], where sending a message of \( O(\log n) \) bits takes one unit of time, but also for the \textsc{LOCAL} model, where the number of bits in a message is allowed to be arbitrary.

We note that the universal lower bounds of \( \Omega(m) \) and \( \Omega(D) \) do not follow from currently known results. There are several known lower bounds for deterministic leader election algorithms in cycles (e.g., [8]) and complete graphs (e.g., [13, 2]), which also imply bounds for (deterministic) universal algorithms. These results alone do not, however, imply that a universal algorithm cannot do significantly better in other classes of networks. For example, the deterministic lower bound of \( \Omega(n \log n) \) messages in ring graphs (cf. [8, 23]) does not imply a lower bound of \( \Omega(m) \) messages (even for deterministic algorithms) in general graphs. Moreover, it does not even imply the necessity of \( \Omega(n \log n) \) messages for every graph, since there exist graphs with \( n \) nodes where the number of messages required is smaller (e.g., a star graph). It may even be possible to design a universal election algorithm that will use only \( O(n) \) messages when executed on a star graph.

Compared to deterministic algorithms, lower bounds (and their proofs) for randomized algorithms, particularly Monte Carlo ones, are more delicate. For example, consider the following simple algorithm (which assumes the nodes know \( n \)): “Each node elects itself as leader with probability \( 1/n \).” The probability of this algorithm resulting in exactly one leader is \( \left(\frac{n}{1} \right)^\frac{1}{n} \left(1 - \frac{1}{n}\right)^{n-1} \approx \frac{1}{e} \approx \ldots
\)

\(^1\)Interestingly, even in the explicit deterministic variant, an “obvious” lower bound of \( \Omega(m) \) messages was not known. Indeed, the explicit version seems to require a broadcast of the leader’s name. Still, the known lower bound of \( \Omega(m) \) on broadcast was shown only for time-bounded deterministic algorithms that use messages of bounded size [5]. Hence in the general case, it was not known that conveying the leader’s identity to every node consumes \( \Omega(m) \) messages. As opposed to the number of edges, still for the explicit variant, \( \Omega(n) \) (the number of nodes) and \( \Omega(D) \) do seem to be known lower bounds on the messages and time. Nevertheless, \( \Omega(D) \) time is not obvious for the implicit variant studied here.
0.368. Hence there exists a randomized algorithm that elects a leader in one time unit, without sending any messages, and succeeds with constant (albeit small) probability! In contrast, as proved later in the paper, if the success probability is required to be a somewhat larger constant, then the time lower bound becomes $\Omega(D)$ and the message lower bound becomes $\Omega(m)$.

To the best of our knowledge, previous work on time complexity bounds for leader election in general networks is scarce. In a recent work [9], the authors study deterministic algorithms for variants of leader election in anonymous networks called weak (resp., strong) leader election, which require the algorithm to elect a leader in the given network if possible. It is shown therein that $D + \lambda$ is a lower bound in this setting, where $\lambda$ is a symmetry parameter, which is the smallest depth at which the views of the nodes become distinguishable.

Over two decades ago, the following basic open problem was raised in [20]: Is it possible to design a universal algorithm for leader election that is simultaneously both time and message optimal? In view of the lower bounds in this paper, this question can be reformulated as follows: Is there an $O(D)$ time and $O(m)$ messages universal leader election algorithm? The answer is negative if we restrict ourselves to deterministic algorithms, since it is known that for a cycle any $O(n)$ time deterministic algorithm requires at least $\Omega(n \log n)$ messages (even when nodes know $n$) [8]. However, the problem still stands for randomized algorithms. We provide a partial answer for this problem by presenting a randomized algorithm that matches both complexities for $m \geq n^{1+\epsilon}$ (for any fixed constant $\epsilon > 0$), assuming $n$ is known. This already separates randomized algorithms from deterministic ones. Another such case (for every $m$) when both lower bounds can be matched is when $n$ and $D$ are known. As first steps for the more general case, we present several universal leader election algorithms with bounds that trade-off messages versus time. In particular, to also show that our lower bounds are tight, we present a simple deterministic algorithm that uses $O(m)$ messages. An $O(D)$ time algorithm is already known [20].

1.1 Our Results

This paper presents lower and upper bounds for universal leader election algorithms in synchronous arbitrary networks. Our results on leader election are summarized in Table 1. The tight bounds are the lower ones – Theorem 3.13 and Theorem 3.1, as demonstrated by Theorem 4.1 (and [20]). Corollary 3.12 shows that a slight adaptation of our lower bound technique implies an $\Omega(m)$ message lower bound for solving the broadcast problem. Note that Theorem 4.4.(B) presents a case where one can match both lower bounds simultaneously with a constant (though close to 1) probability. Corollary 4.2 shows a case where both bounds can be matched with high success probability$^2$ (but with a constraint on $m$). Corollary 4.6 demonstrates a case with probability 1, but with an extra assumption (knowledge of $D$). The other results in the table may be of interest by themselves. They were obtained on the way to reaching the above results, or in trying to get close to a tight upper bound for the general case. We next elaborate on our bounds and techniques used.

Lower Bounds: As mentioned earlier, to the best of our knowledge, lower bounds for randomized (especially Monte Carlo) algorithms have not been studied. Here we present two basic lower bounds that apply to randomized algorithms, including Monte Carlo algorithms with (suitably large) constant success probability: an $\Omega(m)$ bound on the number of messages and an $\Omega(D)$ bound on the time. Our message lower bound (cf. Theorem 3.1) applies to any $m$ and $n$, i.e.,

$^2$Throughout, “with high probability (w.h.p.)” means with probability at least $1 - 1/n$. 
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we show that given any \( n \) and \( m \), there exists a graph with \( \Theta(n) \) nodes and \( \Theta(m) \) edges, where the lower bound holds. Our time lower bound (cf. Theorem 3.13) states that for every \( n \) and \( D \) \((2 < D < n)\), there exists a graph with \( \Theta(n) \) nodes and \( \Theta(D) \) diameter for which the time needed is \( \Omega(D) \), even with constant success probability. Also, these lower bounds hold even if the nodes have knowledge of the global parameters \( n, D \) and \( m \). Our lower bounds apply to all algorithms (and not just comparison-based ones) and hold even if the all nodes wake up simultaneously.

Our message lower bound is proved by first showing a lower bound for a related problem referred to as “bridge crossing (BC)”. In the bridge crossing problem, it is required that at least one message is sent across a “bridge” edge connecting two specific subgraphs. We then show conditions under which any universal leader election algorithm must solve BC. We first show a lower bound of the expected message complexity of deterministic algorithms for BC and LE, and then use Yao’s lemma (cf. Lemma 3.2) to show that it applies also to the expected message complexity of randomized algorithms on the worst-case input. The proof involves constructing a suitable graph that ensures that a knowledge of \( n \), \( m \), \( D \), and identity assignment will be useless to any algorithm; it also involves a counting argument to lower bound the number of messages sent.

Our \( \Omega(D) \) time lower bound is proven directly for Monte Carlo algorithms by a probabilistic argument. We show that for a suitably constructed graph of a given size and diameter, any Monte Carlo algorithm that needs to succeed with a suitably large constant probability must communicate over a distance of \( \Omega(D) \) edges. Otherwise, there might not be a unique leader.

**Upper Bounds:** The purpose of algorithms in this paper is twofold:

1. to show the tightness of the message lower bound (the tightness of the time lower bound follows from [20]), and
2. addressing the fundamental question: can both lower bounds \( O(D) \) time and \( O(m) \) messages be matched or approached simultaneously?

For goal (1) above, we show that there exists a deterministic universal algorithm that is optimal in the number of messages, i.e., an \( O(m) \) algorithm. (Cf. Theorem 4.1). However, this algorithm takes arbitrary (albeit finite) time (which depends exponentially on the size of the smallest ID). This algorithm is a generalization of the one presented by Fredrickson and Lynch for rings [8].

We now highlight the techniques behind the universal algorithms for goal (2), and point at their new parts (compared to previous work). (All our algorithms work in the CONGEST model).

### 1.1.1 Matching (sometimes) both lower bounds simultaneously

As mentioned earlier, only randomized algorithms have the hope of matching both lower bounds simultaneously. We start with the *least element lists* (Least-El list) algorithm of [11]. It can be used to elect a unique leader (with probability 1) in \( O(D) \) time and \( O(m \min(\log n, D)) \) messages [11]. The main idea was to use random IDs. Each node simply floods its ID and the largest ID wins. If the IDs are chosen randomly, it can be shown that the number of messages that every node \( v \) has to forward is bounded by \( O(\log n \deg(v)) \), where \( \deg(v) \) is \( v \)'s degree; this yields the desired message bound. However, in previous work, the resulting algorithm needed to know \( n \), the number of nodes.

In the current paper, we first show that a standard technique can be used to get rid of this assumption, by showing that nodes can get an estimate of \( \log n \) (up to a constant factor) in \( O(m \min(\log n, D)) \) messages and \( O(D) \) time: While this yields a Las Vegas randomized algorithm (cf. Corollary 4.5), its complexity still falls short of matching both lower bounds. Next, we
present another improvement to the Least-El list algorithm of [11], showing that if, instead of allowing every node to be a candidate, only \( \log n \) nodes are allowed to be candidates, then the (expected) message complexity can be improved to \( O(m \log \log n) \) with the same time bound. (Note that the candidates are chosen randomly and do not have any a priori knowledge of each other.) This yields a Monte-Carlo algorithm that succeeds with high probability. More generally, we show it is possible to obtain a trade-off between the success probability and the number of messages. In particular, we get an \( O(m) \) messages, \( O(D) \) time algorithm with large constant success probability (for any large pre-specified constant). See Theorem 4.4.(B). This matches our lower bounds of time and messages for the case when the success probability is constant. However, the above improvement requires nodes to have knowledge of \( n \).

We also manage to match both lower bounds simultaneously for graphs that are “somewhat dense,” i.e., with \( m > n^{1+\varepsilon} \) for any fixed constant \( \varepsilon > 0 \) (known to the algorithm). This is done by combining a randomized spanner algorithm due to [6] and the above Least-El list algorithm to achieve leader election with high probability. See Corollary 4.2.

Finally, we show in Corollary 4.6 that if nodes have knowledge of both \( n \) and \( D \), then one can obtain a randomized Las Vegas algorithm with expected time complexity \( O(D) \) and expected message complexity \( O(m) \).

### 1.1.2 Approaching both lower bounds simultaneously

The Least-El list based algorithms above indeed match both lower bounds sometimes. However, at some other times their message complexity is higher than \( m \) by a multiplicative factor that may be larger than a constant. For completeness, we also present a randomized algorithm with a better message complexity in the worst case, although at some small time penalty. See Theorem 4.7. This Monte-Carlo algorithm, referred to as the “clustering algorithm”, is not based on the Least-El list approach, used by the other randomized algorithms above. In this algorithm, which also relies on prior knowledge of \( n \), about \( \log n \) nodes choose to be candidates and grow clusters till they essentially meet. The approach then is to first sparsify this graph and reduce the number of edges to about \( \min(m, n + \log^2 n) \). However, this sparsification increases the diameter of the residual graph to \( O(D \log n) \). One can then apply the Least-El list algorithm to the residual graph to obtain an overall bound of \( O(D \log n) \) time and \( O(m + n \log n) \) messages.

Finally, as mentioned, in the deterministic case, it is impossible to match both lower bounds simultaneously. Hence, [1] posed that goal of reaching \( O(m + n \log n) \) messages and \( O(D) \) time simultaneously. They presented a sketch of an elegant deterministic algorithm that “grows kingdoms”; a leader candidate’s kingdoms keep growing (by building BFS trees) till only one kingdom is left. Unfortunately, one can show counter examples to the hope that this algorithm doubles the diameters of winning kingdoms every round. We present a modified variant of the algorithm of [1]. The modification ensures that the upper bound on the number of kingdoms is reduced by a constant factor in every phase. Our algorithm requires no knowledge of \( n \) or any other parameter (it does however require unique identities, which is necessary.) This yields a \( O(D \log n) \) time and \( O(m \log n) \) messages deterministic algorithm. It is an open question whether the running time can be improved to \( O(D) \), with the same number of messages, in the deterministic case.
| Theorem 3.1 | $\Omega(m)$† | $n, m, D$ | $\geq 53/56$ |
| Theorem 3.13 | $\Omega(D)$∗ | $n, m, D$ | $\geq \frac{15}{16}(1 + n^{-2})$ |

### Randomized Algorithms:

| Theorem 4.4 | $O(D)$ | $O(m \min(\log f(n), D))$, # | $n$ | $\geq 1 - 1/e^{\Theta(f(n))}$ |
| Theorem 4.4.(A) | $O(D)$ | $O(m \min(\log \log n, D))$, † | $n$ | $\geq 1 - n^{-1}$ |
| Theorem 4.4.(B) | $O(D)$ | $O(m)$ | $n$ | $\geq 1 - \varepsilon$ †† |
| Corollary 4.2 | $O(D)$ | $O(m)$† | if $m \geq n^{1+\varepsilon}$ †† | $n$ | $\geq 1 - n^{-1}$ |
| Corollary 4.5 | $O(D)$ | $O(m \min(\log n, D))$, ‡ | – | 1 |
| Corollary 4.6 | $O(D)$† | $O(m)$† | $n, D$ | 1 |
| Theorem 4.7 | $O(D \log n)$† | $O(m + n \log n)$, ‡ | $n$ | $\geq 1 - n^{-1}$ |

### Deterministic Algorithms:

| Theorem 4.10 | $O(D \log n)$ | $O(m \log n)$ | – |
| Theorem 4.1 | arbitrary | $O(m)$ | – |

†† With high probability. † In expectation. * With constant probability. # For any $f(n) \in \Omega(1)$. †† For any fixed constant $\varepsilon > 0$.

Table 1: Upper and lower bounds for universal leader election algorithms.

## 2 Preliminaries

We consider a system of $n$ nodes, represented as an undirected connected (not necessarily complete) graph $G = (V, E)$. Each node $u$ runs an instance of a distributed algorithm and has a unique identifier $\text{ID}_u$ of $O(\log n)$ bits chosen by an adversary from an arbitrary set of integers $Z$ of size $n^4$ (the nodes themselves may not have knowledge of $n$, nor of $Z$). The lower bounds hold even when nodes have unique identities (IDs). However, some of our algorithms do not require that assumption. Hence, the randomized algorithms in this paper also apply for anonymous networks. To make the lower bounds more general, we assume that all nodes wake up simultaneously at the beginning of the execution.

The computation advances in synchronous rounds, where in every round, nodes can send messages, receive messages that were sent in the same round by neighbors in $G$, and perform some local computation. Our algorithms work in the $\text{CONGEST}$ model [21], where in each round a node can send at most one message of size $O(\log n)$ bits on a single edge. In contrast, our lower bounds apply even in the $\text{LOCAL}$ model [21], where there is no restriction on message size.

For randomized (Las Vegas and Monte Carlo) algorithms, we also assume that every node has access to the outcome of unbiased private coin flips. Messages are the only means of communication; in particular, nodes cannot access the coin flips of other nodes, and do not share any memory. The classical leader election literature distinguishes between the simultaneous wakeup model where all nodes are awake initially and start executing the algorithm simultaneously, and the adversarial wakeup model where the nodes are awoken at arbitrary points in time, with the restriction that nodes wake upon receiving a message and at least one node is initially awake. Our lower bounds hold even if the nodes are initially awake. In contrast, the analysis of some of the algorithms holds even for the case of adversarial wakeup.
Initially, each node is given a port numbering where each port is connected to an incident edge leading to a neighbor. However, the node has no knowledge of the neighbor at the other endpoint of edge. Recall that our lower bounds hold even if the nodes know some of the graph parameters, such as \( n, D, \) and \( m \). Some of our algorithms work without this assumption. However, other algorithms rely on the assumption that the nodes know one or more of these parameters (see Table 1).

We now define the leader election problem formally. Every node has a special variable \( \text{status}_u \) that can be set to a value in \{⊥, NON-ELECTED, ELECTED\}; initially \( \text{status}_u = ⊥ \). An algorithm \( A \) solves leader election in \( T \) rounds if, from round \( T \) on, exactly one node has its status set to ELECTED while all other nodes are in state NON-ELECTED.

We say that \( A \) is a universal leader election algorithm, with error probability \( ε \), if for any choice of \( n \) and \( m \), the probability that \( A \) succeeds is at least \( 1 − ε \) on any network of \( n \) nodes and \( m \) edges, and any ID assignment chosen from any integer set of large polynomial (in \( n \)) size; for our lower bounds we assume that \( |Z| ≥ n^4 \). In particular, if \( A \) is a deterministic algorithm or a randomized Las Vegas algorithm, then \( A \) is universal if and only if it achieves leader election on every network under all ID assignments.

3 Randomized Lower Bounds

3.1 Message Complexity Lower Bound

**Theorem 3.1.** Let \( R \) be a universal leader election algorithm that succeeds with probability at least \( 1 − β \), for some constant \( β ≤ 3/56 \). For every sufficiently large \( n \) and \( n ≤ m ≤ \binom{n}{2} \), there exists a (connected) graph \( G \) of \( n \) nodes and \( Θ(m) \) edges, such that the expected number of messages used by \( R \) on \( G \) is \( Ω(m) \). The above holds even if \( n, m \) and \( D \) are known to the algorithm and all nodes wake up simultaneously.

For simplicity, we first describe the proof assuming the nodes do not know the diameter \( D \). (More explicitly, we establish a weaker version of the theorem, dealing only with strong algorithms, which succeed even when the nodes do not know \( D \).) At the end of the proof, we explain why this proof fails for weaker algorithms, which are guaranteed to work correctly only when the nodes know \( D \), and then outline the modifications necessary to allow the proof to handle this harder case as well.

Construction of Dumbbell Graphs  

The proof is based on constructing a graph family referred to as dumbbell graphs. Given \( R, n \) and \( m \), pick one specific 2-connected graph \( G_0 \) of \( n \) nodes and \( m \) edges, and a range \( Z = [1, n^4] \) of ID’s. This \( G_0 \) has many instantiations, obtained by fixing the node ID assignment and the port number mapping. An ID assignment is a function \( ϕ : V(G_0) → Z \). A port mapping for node \( u \) is a mapping \( P_u : [1, deg_u] → Π(u) \) (namely, \( u \)'s neighbors). A port mapping for the graph \( G_0 \) is \( P = \{P_{v_1}, \ldots, P_{v_n}\} \). Every choice of \( ϕ \) and \( P \) yields a concrete graph \( G_{ϕ,P} \). Denote the set of id’s of this graph by \( ID(G_{ϕ,P}) = \{ϕ(v) \mid v ∈ V(G_0)\} \). Let \( G \) be the collection of concrete graphs \( G_{ϕ,P} \) obtained from \( G_0 \). For a graph \( G ∈ G \), and an edge \( e \) of \( G_0 \), the “open graph” \( G[e] \) is obtained by erasing \( e \) and leaving the two ports that were attached to it empty. Let \( G^{open} \) be the collection of open graphs obtained from \( G_0 \).

For two open graphs \( G'[e'] \) and \( G''[e''] \) with disjoint sets of ID’s, \( ID(G'[e']) ∩ ID(G''[e'']) = \emptyset \), let \( Dumbbell(G'[e'], G''[e'']) \) be the graph obtained by taking one copy of each of these graphs, and connecting their open ports. Hence a dumbbell graph is composed of two open graphs plus two
Lemma 3.4.\n
Let the node degrees in $G_0$ be $d_1, \ldots, d_n$, where $d_i = \deg(v_i, G_0)$ for $1 \leq i \leq n$.\n
(a) The number of different possible port assignments is $K = \prod_{i=1}^{n} d_i!$.\n
(b) The number of different possible ID assignments is $\binom{n^4}{n}$.\n
(c) The number of graphs in the collection $\mathcal{G}$ is $g = K \cdot \binom{n}{n^4}$.\n
(d) The number of graphs in the collection $\mathcal{G}^{open}$ is $g^{open} = g \cdot m$.\n
(e) The number of graphs in each class $\mathcal{C}(G', G'')$ is $m^2$.\n
(f) For every graph $G' \in \mathcal{G}$, the number of graphs $G'' \in \mathcal{G}$ ID disjoint from $G'$ is $\tilde{g} = K \cdot \binom{n^4-n}{n}$.\n
(g) The number of classes $\mathcal{C}(G', G'')$ in the input collection $\mathcal{I}$ is $\tilde{h} = g \cdot \tilde{g}$.\n
(h) The number of dumbbell graphs in the input collection $\mathcal{I}$ is $\tilde{d} = \tilde{h} \cdot m^2$.\n
Also, straightforward calculations yield the following.\n
Lemma 3.2 (Yao’s Minimax Principle, cf. Prop. 2.6 in [18]). Consider a finite collection of inputs $\mathcal{I}$ and a distribution $\Psi$ on it. Let $X$ be the minimum expected cost of any deterministic algorithm that succeeds on at least a $1 - 2\beta$ fraction of the graphs in the collection $\mathcal{I}$, for some positive constant $\beta$. Then $X/2$ lower bounds the expected cost of any randomized algorithm $R$ on the worst-case graph of $\mathcal{I}$ that succeeds with probability at least $1 - \beta$.\n
Basic counting yields the following: \n
Fact 3.3. Let the node degrees in $G_0$ be $d_1, \ldots, d_n$, where $d_i = \deg(v_i, G_0)$ for $1 \leq i \leq n$.\n
(a) The number of different possible port assignments is $K = \prod_{i=1}^{n} d_i!$.\n
(b) The number of different possible ID assignments is $\binom{n^4}{n}$.\n
(c) The number of graphs in the collection $\mathcal{G}$ is $g = K \cdot \binom{n}{n^4}$.\n
(d) The number of graphs in the collection $\mathcal{G}^{open}$ is $g^{open} = g \cdot m$.\n
(e) The number of graphs in each class $\mathcal{C}(G', G'')$ is $m^2$.\n
(f) For every graph $G' \in \mathcal{G}$, the number of graphs $G'' \in \mathcal{G}$ ID disjoint from $G'$ is $\tilde{g} = K \cdot \binom{n^4-n}{n}$.\n
(g) The number of classes $\mathcal{C}(G', G'')$ in the input collection $\mathcal{I}$ is $\tilde{h} = g \cdot \tilde{g}$.\n
(h) The number of dumbbell graphs in the input collection $\mathcal{I}$ is $\tilde{d} = \tilde{h} \cdot m^2$.\n
Lemma 3.4. $\tilde{g} \geq (1 - 1/n)g$.\n
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Lemma 3.5. For every deterministic algorithm A and for every two disjoint graphs \( G', G'' \in \mathcal{G} \), if A achieves BC on at least \( \varepsilon m^2 \) graphs in the class \( \mathcal{C}(G', G'') \), for constant \( 0 < \varepsilon \leq 1 \), then the expected message complexity of A on inputs taken from \( \mathcal{C}(G', G'') \) with a uniform distribution is \( \varepsilon^2 m^3 / 8 = \Omega(m) \).

Proof. Consider two disjoint graphs \( G', G'' \in \mathcal{G} \) and an algorithm A satisfying the premise of the lemma. Perform the following experiment. Run the code of algorithm A on the nodes of the 2n-node graph \( G'^2 \) composed of two (disconnected) copies of \( G' \). Denote this execution by \( \text{EX}(G') \). (Of course, since \( G' \) is not a dumbbell graph, this is not a legal input for A, so there are no guarantees on the output or even termination of this execution. The algorithm will send some messages, and then possibly halt. For each edge \( e \) (interpreted as a directed edge), identify the first time \( t(e) \) in which a message was sent over \( e \) (in this direction) in this execution. Order the (directed) edges in increasing order of \( t(e) \), getting the list \( \hat{E}' = (e'_1, \ldots, e'_{k'}) \). (Edges on which no messages were sent are not included in this list, so \( k' \leq 2m \).) Run a similar experiment \( \text{EX}(G'') \) on \( G'' \), getting a list \( \hat{E}'' = (e''_1, \ldots, e''_{k''}) \).

Now consider the \( m^2 \) executions \( \text{EX}(\text{Dumbbell}(G'[e'], G''[e''])) \) of A on the dumbbell graphs in the class \( \mathcal{C}(G', G'') \). In at least \( \varepsilon m^2 \) of these executions, the algorithm A succeeds, so (at least) one message crosses one bridge in one direction. Without loss of generality, in at least \( \varepsilon m^2 / 2 \) of these executions, the first crossing message was sent from \( G' \) to \( G'' \).

Partition the dumbbell graphs in the class \( \mathcal{C}(G', G'') \) into subclasses \( C_0, C_1, \ldots, C_{k''} \), where the subclass \( C_i \) for \( 1 \leq i \leq k'' \) contains all the dumbbell graphs \( \text{Dumbbell}(G'[e'], G''[e'']) \) in which \( e' = e'_i \) and in execution \( \text{EX}(\text{Dumbbell}(G'[e'], G''[e''])) \), the first crossing message went over the edge \( e'_i \) from \( G'[e'] \) to \( G''[e''] \). The subclass \( C_0 \) contains all the remaining graphs of the class \( \mathcal{C}(G', G'') \).

Consider an execution \( \text{EX}(\text{Dumbbell}(G'[e'], G''[e''])) \) in which BC was achieved, and assuming that the first crossing message was sent in round \( t \) from \( G' \) to \( G'' \), say, over port \( p \) that in the original \( G' \) was used for \( e' \). A crucial observation is that the part of this execution restricted to \( G'[e'] \) is identical to the execution \( \text{EX}(G') \) up to and including round \( t \). Similarly, the part of this execution restricted to \( G''[e''] \) is identical to the execution \( \text{EX}(G'') \) up to and including round \( t \). This implies that \( e' \) must occur in the list \( \hat{E}' \) in some position, as \( e'_j \). In particular, it follows that the subclass \( C_0 \) contains only dumbbell graphs in which the first crossing message went from \( G''[e''] \) to \( G'[e'] \) plus all the dumbbell graphs in which no message crossed. In addition, it follows that \( |C_0| \leq (1 - \varepsilon)m^2 / 2 \) and \( \sum_{i=1}^{k''} |C_i| \geq \varepsilon m^2 / 2 \). Moreover, in the execution \( \text{EX}(\text{Dumbbell}(G'[e'], G''[e''])) \), algorithm A must have sent at least one message on each of the edges \( e'_i \) for \( 1 \leq i \leq j \), i.e., A must have sent at least \( j \) messages.

We define \( \ell_j = |C_j| \) to be the number of executions \( \text{EX}(\text{Dumbbell}(G'[e'], G''[e''])) \) in which the first crossing message was sent from \( G' \) to \( G'' \) over the edge \( e'_j \). This requires, in particular, that \( e' = e'_j \). As there are exactly \( m \) dumbbell graphs \( \text{Dumbbell}(G'[e'_j], G''[e'']) \), it follows that \( \ell_j \leq m \). Let \( B = \sum_{j=1}^{k''} \ell_j \). By assumption, \( B \geq \varepsilon m^2 / 2 \). Let \( Q \) be the total number of messages sent by A in all these executions. Then \( Q \geq \sum_{j=1}^{k''} \ell_j \cdot j \). To lower bound \( Q \), note that this last sum is minimized if the first \( B/m \) summands are \( \ell_i = m \), for \( i = 1, \ldots, B/m \), and the remaining summands are 0. Hence

\[
Q \geq \sum_{j=1}^{B/m} m \cdot j \geq m \cdot \frac{B}{m} \cdot \left( \frac{B}{m} + 1 \right) \geq B^2 / (2m) \geq \varepsilon^2 m^3 / 8.
\]

Therefore the expected cost incurred by A over the class \( \mathcal{C}(G', G'') \) is at least \( \varepsilon^2 m^3 / 8 = \Omega(m) \). \( \Box \)
Lemma 3.6. Every deterministic algorithm $A$ that achieves BC on at least $1/4$ of the dumbbell graphs in the collection $\mathcal{I}$ has expected message complexity $\Omega(m)$ on $\Psi$.

Proof. Consider an algorithm $A$ as in the lemma. Let $z$ denote the number of dumbbell graphs in the collection $\mathcal{I}$ on which algorithm $A$ achieves BC. By the assumption of the lemma, $z \geq \tilde{d}/4$. Let $X$ denote the set of pairs of disjoint graphs $(G', G'')$ such that algorithm $A$ achieves BC on at least $m^2/8$ of the $m^2$ dumbbell graphs $Dumbbell(G'[\epsilon'], G''[\epsilon''])$ in the class $\mathcal{C}(G', G'')$. Let $Y$ denote the set of remaining pairs (such that $A$ achieves BC on fewer than $m^2/8$ of the dumbbell graphs in $\mathcal{C}(G', G'')$). Let $x = |X|$ and $y = |Y|$. Note that $x + y = \tilde{h}$.

Claim 3.7. $x \geq \tilde{h}/8$.

Proof. Observe that $z$, the number of dumbbell graphs in $\mathcal{I}$ on which algorithm $A$ achieves BC, cannot exceed $xm^2 + ym^2/8$, hence

\[
xm^2 + ym^2/8 \geq z \geq \tilde{d}/4 = \tilde{h}m^2/4.
\]

Hence assuming, to the contrary, that $x < \tilde{h}/8$, implies that

\[
\frac{\tilde{h}}{8} \cdot m^2 + \frac{7\tilde{h}}{8} \cdot \frac{m^2}{8} > xm^2 + ym^2/8 \geq \frac{\tilde{h}m^2}{4}.
\]

or $15/64 > 1/4$, contradiction. \hfill \Box

By Lemma 3.5, for every pair of disjoint graphs $(G', G'') \in X$, the expected message complexity of $A$ on inputs taken from $\mathcal{C}(G', G'')$ with a uniform distribution is at least $m/2^7$. Hence the total number of messages sent by the algorithm when executed over all inputs from $\mathcal{C}(G', G'')$ is at least, $(xm^2) \cdot m/2^7 + (ym^2) \cdot 0$. The first summand stands for the $xm^2$ graphs in the $x$ classes of $X$, and the second summand stands for the graphs in the classes of $Y$. By Claim 3.7, this is at least $(\tilde{h}/2^3) \cdot (m^3/2^7) = \tilde{d}m/2^{10}$, hence the expected message complexity of algorithm $A$ over all disjoint graph pairs in $\mathcal{I}$ (with a uniform distribution) is at least $m/2^{10} = \Omega(m)$. \hfill \Box

Lemma 3.8. Let $\varepsilon$ and $\delta \geq 1/4$ be positive constants such that $7\varepsilon + \delta \leq 1$. If a deterministic universal LE algorithm $A$ solves LE on at least a $1 - \varepsilon$ fraction of the input graphs in $\mathcal{I}$, then $A$ achieves BC on at least a $\delta$ fraction of the graphs in $\mathcal{I}$.

Proof. Denote by $\mathcal{I}^{LE}$ (respectively, $\mathcal{I}^{BC}$) the set of input dumbbell graphs on which algorithm $A$ achieves LE (resp., BC). Let $\mathcal{I}^* = \mathcal{I}^{LE} \setminus \mathcal{I}^{BC}$. By the assumption of the lemma, $|\mathcal{I}^{LE}| \geq (1 - \varepsilon)d$. Assume, towards contradiction, that $|\mathcal{I}^{BC}| < \delta d$. Then

\[
|\mathcal{I}^*| > (1 - \varepsilon - \delta)d. \tag{1}
\]

Let $W$ denote the set of open graphs $G'[\epsilon']$ that participate on the left in dumbbell graphs in $\mathcal{I}^*$. Formally,

\[
W = \{G'[\epsilon'] \in G^{open} \mid \exists G''[\epsilon''] \text{ s.t. } (G'[\epsilon'], G''[\epsilon'']) \in \mathcal{I}^*\}.
\]

Let $Z = G \setminus W$. Note that $|W| + |Z| = gm$. Observe that

\[
(1 - \varepsilon - \delta)gm^2 = (1 - \varepsilon - \delta)d < |\mathcal{I}^*| \leq |W|gm. \tag{2}
\]

The last inequality follows from the fact that we can combine $G'[\epsilon'] \in W$ to form a dumbbell with any $G''[\epsilon'']$ of the $\tilde{g}$ disjoint graphs where $\epsilon''$ can be any one of $m$ edges.
Observation 3.9. $|W| > (1 - \varepsilon - \delta)gm$.

Corollary 3.10. $|Z| < (\varepsilon + \delta)gm$.

Consider an execution of algorithm $A$ on a dumbbell graph $(G'[e'], G''[e'']) \in \mathcal{I}^*$. Necessarily, in one of the two graphs, all nodes ended in state NON-ELECTED, and in the other graph, exactly one node ended in state ELECTED and all the others in state NON-ELECTED. Suppose all nodes in $G'[e']$ ended in state NON-ELECTED. Then for every other dumbbell graph $(G'[e'], G''[e'']) \in \mathcal{I}^*$ or $(G''[e''], G'[e']) \in \mathcal{I}^*$ in which $G'[e']$ participates, the run on $G'[e']$ will behave the same as in the run on $(G'[e'], G''[e''])$, so all nodes in $G'[e']$ will end in state NON-ELECTED.

This observation implies that the open graphs in $W$ can be partitioned into two sets:

- the set $W_{NE}$ of graphs $G'[e'] \in W$ for which in executions on dumbbell graphs belonging to $\mathcal{I}^*$, all nodes in $G'[e']$ end in state NON-ELECTED, and
- the set $W_E$ of graphs $G'[e'] \in W$ for which in executions on dumbbell graphs belonging to $\mathcal{I}^*$, exactly one node in $G'[e']$ ends in state ELECTED and all other nodes end in state NON-ELECTED.

For every open graph $G'[e'] \in W_{NE}$, let

$$\Gamma(G'[e']) = \{G''[e''] \in G^{open} \mid G'[e'] \text{ and } G''[e''] \text{ are ID disjoint}\}.$$ 

Also let

$$\Gamma_{NE}(G'[e']) = W_{NE} \cap \Gamma(G'[e']),$$
$$\Gamma_E(G'[e']) = W_E \cap \Gamma(G'[e']),$$
$$\Gamma_Z(G'[e']) = Z \cap \Gamma(G'[e']).$$

Denote the sizes of these sets by $\gamma(G'[e'])$, $\gamma_{NE}(G'[e'])$, $\gamma_E(G'[e'])$, and $\gamma_Z(G'[e'])$, respectively. Note that

$$\gamma_{NE}(G'[e']) + \gamma_E(G'[e']) + \gamma_Z(G'[e']) = \gamma(G'[e']) = \tilde{g}m. \quad (3)$$

We separate the analysis into two cases.

**Case 1:** $|W_{NE}| > |W|/2$. By Obs. 3.9, $|W_{NE}| > (1 - \varepsilon - \delta)gm/2$. By the assumption of Case 1, $\gamma_E(G'[e']) \leq |W_E| \leq |W|/2 \leq gm/2$. By Cor. 3.10, $\gamma_Z(G'[e']) \leq |Z| < (\varepsilon + \delta)gm$. Combining the last two facts with Eq. (3) and Lemma 3.4, implies that

$$\gamma_{NE}(G'[e']) = \tilde{g}m - (\gamma_E(G'[e']) + \gamma_Z(G'[e']))$$
$$\geq (1 - 1/n)gm - gm/2 = (1/2 - 1/n)gm.$$

Our key observation is that every pair of open graphs from $W_{NE}$ forms a dumbbell graph on which algorithm $A$ fails to solve LE, since no node will end in state ELECTED. This allows us to lower bound the number $X$ of dumbbell graphs on which algorithm $A$ fails to solve leader election: summing over all graphs in $W_{NE}$, we get that

$$X \geq \sum_{G'[e'] \in W_{NE}} \gamma_{NE}(G'[e']) \geq |W_{NE}| \cdot (1/2 - 1/n)gm$$
$$> ((1 - \varepsilon - \delta)gm/2) \cdot ((1/2 - 1/n)gm)$$
$$\geq (1 - \varepsilon - \delta)\tilde{d}/6.$$
On the other hand, recall that we have assumed that $|\mathcal{I}^{LE}| \geq (1 - \varepsilon)\tilde{d}$, so $X \leq \varepsilon\tilde{d}$. It follows that 
$$(1 - \varepsilon - \delta)\tilde{d}/6 < \varepsilon\tilde{d}.$$ 
Rearranging, we get that $7\varepsilon + \delta > 1$, contradicting the assumption of the lemma.

**Case 2:** $|W_E| > |W|/2$: A similar contradiction is derived, based on the observation that every pair of open graphs from $W_E$ forms a dumbbell graph on which algorithm $A$ fails to solve LE.

This completes the proof of Lemma 3.8. 

Combining Lemmas 3.6 and 3.8 allows us to use a reduction of BC to LE to show the claimed result for a universal randomized algorithm $R$ that achieves LE with probability at least $1 - \beta$:
Suppose that $A$ is a universal deterministic leader election algorithm that achieves LE on at least a $1 - 2\beta$ fraction of the dumbbell graphs in $\mathcal{I}$. By Lemma 3.8, we know that $A$ achieves BC on at least a $\delta \geq 1/4$ fraction of the dumbbell graphs in $\mathcal{I}$. Applying Lemma 3.6 yields that $A$ must have an expected message complexity of $\Omega(m)$ on distribution $\Psi$, which shows the theorem for deterministic algorithms. By a simple application of Yao's minimax principle (cf. Lemma 3.2), it follows that the $\Omega(m)$ bound for deterministic algorithms is a lower bound for the expected message complexity of $R$ (under the worst case input), thereby completing the proof of Theorem 3.1.

At this point, let us explain why the above proof fails for weaker algorithms, which are guaranteed to work correctly only when the nodes know $D$. The problem occurs in the proof of Lemma 3.5. In that proof, we run an experiment where we execute algorithm $A$ (which is now assumed to work correctly only when the nodes are given the diameter $\text{Diam}(G)$ as part of their inputs) on an “illegal” graph $G'^2$ composed of two (disconnected) copies of $G$. We then argue that the execution on the dumbbell graphs serving as the “real” inputs will behave the same as on the illegal graph $G'^2$ (so long as there was no bridge crossing). But this claim no longer holds when the nodes get the diameter $D$ as part of their input, since the diameter of the dumbbell graph is different from that of the illegal graph $G'^2$ (which is infinite), so a node $v$ will see a different input in the two executions.

To fix this problem, a natural idea would be to “feed” the nodes participating in the experiment on the illegal graph $G'^2$ a “fake” input on the diameter, i.e., set the input variable $\text{DIAM}_v$ at each node $v$ to $D'$, where $D'$ is the diameter of the dumbbell graph. (Again, as this input is illegal, it is not guaranteed that the algorithm will generate a meaningful output, but still, the execution will behave the same as in the ”real” execution on the dumbbell graph.)

A technical difficulty that prevents us from using this idea directly is that there are many dumbbell graphs for a given pair $G'$, $G''$, and they have different diameters. This means that no single experiment (run with a specific value of $D$ fed to the nodes) will be similar to all executions on all dumbbell graphs.

Hence to overcome this difficulty, it is necessary to pick $G_0$ and construct the collection of input graphs for the algorithm so that no matter which graphs $G'$ and $G''$ are chosen, and which edges $e'$ and $e''$ are crossed-over, the diameter of the resulting dumbbell graph is always the same. The observation that assists us in achieving this property is that we are free to select the graph $G_0$, so long as we adhere to the requirements that its size is $n$ nodes and $\Theta(m)$ edges. So let us pick $G_0$ to have the following structure. Let $\kappa$ be the largest integer such that $\binom{n}{2} + \kappa \leq m$. Let $G_0^1$ be the complete graph on $\kappa$ nodes, with $m_1 = \binom{\kappa}{2}$ edges. Let $G_0^2$ be a path of $n - \kappa$ nodes, $(b_1, \ldots, b_{n-\kappa})$. Combine the two graphs into $G_0$ by adding $\kappa$ edges connecting $b_1$ to every node in $G_0^1$. It is straightforward to verify that the resulting graph $G_0$ satisfies the size requirements.

Next, we modify the proof by limiting the ways in which we create open graphs from $G_0$. Specifically, we will consider only open graphs obtained by disconnecting an edge $e'$ in the clique.
For a given \( G^1_0 \), that is, the resulting family of open graphs will contain only graphs \((G'[e'])\) for \( e' \in E(G^1_0) \). The key observation is that no matter which two edges \( e' \) and \( e'' \) of \( G^1_0 \) we choose to disconnect in \( G' \) and \( G'' \) respectively, the resulting dumbbell graph \( \text{Dumbbell}(G'[e'],G''[e'']) \) will always have the same diameter, \( D = 2n - 2\kappa + 1 \) (which is the distance between the two endpoints \( b_{n-\kappa} \) of the two graphs \( G'[e'] \) and \( G''[e''] \)).

One can verify that with this change, the rest of the proof goes through, with \( m_1 \) replacing \( m \) in the intermediate claims. In particular, the number of graphs in each class \( \mathcal{C}(G',G'') \) becomes \( m^2_1 \), and so on. We end up proving that any deterministic leader election algorithm uses an average of \( \Omega(m_1) \) messages on the collection \( \mathcal{I} \) of inputs. Those messages are sent over the edges of the \( \kappa \)-clique (we cannot prove that there will be any messages sent over the edges of the paths \( G^1_0 \) in either side of the dumbbell graphs). Yet as \( m_1 = \Omega(m) \), this suffices to establish the desired lower bound of \( \Omega(m) \) on the expected message complexity of \( R \) on the worst case input.

### 3.2 A Lower Bound on the Message Complexity of Broadcast

We can leverage our lower bound technique to show an analogous bound for the broadcast problem [5], where a single node must convey a message to all other nodes. In fact, we can show a lower bound of \( \Omega(m) \) messages even for the weaker majority broadcast problem, where the message of a single node needs to reach \( > n/2 \) nodes.

Consider the same collection of dumbbell graphs \( \mathcal{I} \) as in Lemma 3.6. If a deterministic algorithm \( B \) successfully broadcasts in some execution on a graph \( G \in \mathcal{I} \), then \( B \) also achieves bridge crossing in \( G \). The following is immediate from Lemma 3.6:

**Lemma 3.11.** Suppose that there is an algorithm \( B \) that achieves broadcast on at least 1/4 of the graphs in \( \mathcal{I} \). Then \( B \) has expected message complexity of \( \Omega(m) \) on \( \Psi \).

By a direct application of Lemma 3.2, we get a lower bound for randomized algorithms:

**Corollary 3.12.** Let \( R' \) be an algorithm that successfully broadcasts a message from a source node to a majority of nodes with probability at least 1/4, for some constant \( \beta \leq 3/8 \). For every sufficiently large \( n \) and \( n \leq m \leq \binom{n}{2} \), there exists a (connected) graph \( G \) of \( n \) nodes and \( \Theta(m) \) edges, such that the expected number of messages used by \( R' \) on \( G \) is \( \Omega(m) \). The above holds even if \( n, m \) and \( D \) are known to the algorithm and all nodes wake up simultaneously.

### 3.3 Time Complexity Lower Bound

**Theorem 3.13.** Consider a universal leader election algorithm \( R \) that succeeds with probability \( 1 - \beta \), assuming that \( \beta < 1/16 \) in the anonymous setting and \( \beta < 1/16 - 15/16n^2 \), if nodes have unique ids. Then, for every \( n \) and every nondecreasing function \( D(n) \) with \( 2 < D(n) < n \), there exists a graph \( G \) of \( n' \in \Theta(n) \) nodes and diameter \( D' \in \Theta(D(n)) \) where \( R \) takes \( \Omega(D') \) rounds with constant probability. This is true even if all nodes know \( n' \) and \( D' \), and wake up simultaneously.

**Proof.** For a given \( n \) and \( D(n) \), we construct the following lower bound graph \( G \): Let \( D' = 4[D(n)/4] \) and let \( n' = \gamma D' \), where \( \gamma > 0 \) is the smallest integer such that \( \gamma D' \geq n \); clearly \( n' \in \Theta(n) \). The graph \( G \) contains \( D' \) cliques, each of size \( \gamma \). Partition the cliques into 4 subgraphs \( C_0, \ldots, C_3 \) referred to as arcs, each containing \( D'/4 \) cliques. Let \( c_{i,j} \) denote the \( j \)-th clique in the \( i \)-th arc and let \( v_{i,j,k} \) be the \( k \)-th node in \( c_{i,j} \), for \( 0 \leq i \leq 3 \), \( 0 \leq j \leq D'/4 - 1 \), and \( 0 \leq k \leq \gamma - 1 \). The
graph $G$ is a cycle $C$ formed by the $D'$ cliques connected the following way: For every $i$ (adhering to the range defined above) and every $j \leq D'/4 - 2$, the edge $(v_{i,j,\gamma-1}, v_{i,j+1,0})$ connects the clique $c_{i,j}$ to the clique $c_{i,j+1}$ within the same arc $C_i$. The connections between arcs $C_i$ and $C_{i+1 \mod 4}$ are given by the edges $(v_{i,D'/4-1,\gamma-1}, v_{(i+1 \mod 4),0,0})$. See Figure 1 for an example.

We first consider the anonymous case, where each node starts in the same initial state. Let $T$ be the random variable denoting the running time of the assumed algorithm $R$ and assume that the event $T \in o(D')$ happens with probability $\delta = 1 - o(1)$. In the remainder of the proof we will show that this yields a contradiction.

Consider the two sets of nodes $Z = C_0 \cup C_2$ and $Z' = C_1 \cup C_3$ formed by non-adjacent arcs. Let $\phi : V(G) \to V(G)$ be a mapping such that $\phi(v_{i,j,k}) = v_{(i+1 \mod 4),j,k}$. Let $H_Z$ be the subgraph consisting of $Z$ and its $T$-neighborhood and define $H_{Z'}$ analogously. By the definition of the adjacencies of $C$, it follows that the subgraph induced by $\phi(V(H_Z))$ is isomorphic to $H_{Z'}$.

Let configuration $C = (\sigma_1, \ldots, \sigma_\ell)$ denote a vector where each entry $\sigma_i$ denotes a potential local state of a node. For a set of nodes $S = \{u_1, \ldots, u_\ell\}$, we say that $S$ realizes $C$ in round $r$, if node $u_i$ is in state $\sigma_i$ in round $r$; let $E(C, S, r)$ denote the event that this happens.

**Claim 3.14.** Let $S$ be any set of nodes. For any round $r$ and any configuration $C$, we have
\[ \mathbb{P} \left[ E(C, S, r) \mid T \in o(D') \right] = \mathbb{P} \left[ E(C, \phi(S), r) \mid T \in o(D') \right]. \]

**Proof.** Recalling that initially each node is in the exact same state, it follows that, for any configuration \( C \), and any set of nodes \( S \), we have \( \mathbb{P} [E(C, S, 1)] = \mathbb{P} [E(C, \phi(S), 1)] \). This is true because node \( v_{i,j,k} \in S \) observes the same neighborhood as node \( v_{i+1 \mod 4, j, k} \) and each neighbor \( v \) of \( v_{i,j,k} \) is in the same state as neighbor \( \phi(v) \) of \( v_{i+1 \mod 4, j, k} \). Thus, by inductively applying this symmetry argument, the mapping \( \phi \) induces equi-probable realizations of any local configuration \( C \), in any round \( r \).

Note that we do not claim independence of the events \( E(C, Z, r) \) and \( E(C, Z', r) \). Let \( L \) (resp., \( L' \)) be the event that one node in \( Z \) (resp., \( Z' \)) becomes leader and let \( L_i \) be the event that there is one leader elected in arc \( C_i \). By Claim 3.14, it holds that \( \mathbb{P} [L \mid T \in o(D')] = \mathbb{P} [L' \mid T \in o(D')] \); let \( q \) denote this probability. If the algorithm terminates in \( T = o(D) = o(D') \) rounds, then there is no causal influence between \( C_0 \) and \( C_2 \), which means that \( E(C, C_0, r) \) and \( E(C, C_2, r) \) are stochastically independent (as opposed to events \( E(C, Z, r) \) and \( E(C, Z', r) \) above!), for any configuration \( C \) and any round \( r \leq T \). In particular, this includes all configurations that satisfy \( L_i \). Let \( p = \mathbb{P} [L_0 \mid T \in o(D')] \); again, from Claim 3.14, we know that \( \mathbb{P} [L_0 \mid T \in o(D')] = \cdots = \mathbb{P} [L_3 \mid T \in o(D')] \), and due to independence of \( L_0 \) and \( L_2 \), we also have \( q = 2p(1-p) \). Let \( OneLd \) be the event that the algorithm elects 1 leader. We know that

\[
\mathbb{P} \left[ OneLd \mid T \in o(D') \right] = \mathbb{P} \left[ OneLd \mid T \in o(D') \right] - \frac{\mathbb{P} \left[ OneLd \mid T \in \Omega(D') \right] \mathbb{P} \left[ T \in \Omega(D') \right]}{\mathbb{P} \left[ T \in o(D') \right]} \\
\geq 1 - \frac{\beta - (1 - \delta)}{\delta} = 1 - \frac{\beta}{\delta},
\]

and clearly

\[ \mathbb{P} \left[ OneLd \mid T \in o(D') \right] \leq \mathbb{P} \left[ L \mid T \in o(D') \right] + \mathbb{P} \left[ L' \mid T \in o(D') \right] = 2q. \]

Thus \( q \geq \frac{1}{2}(1 - \beta/\delta) \), which means that \( p \geq \frac{1}{2}(1 - \sqrt{\beta/\delta}) \). We know that \( \beta = \mathbb{P} \left[ \text{error} \right] \geq p^2 \) and thus \( \frac{1}{2}(1 - \sqrt{\beta/\delta})^2 \leq \beta \). Note that since \( \beta < 1/16 \), this inequality requires \( \delta < 1/4 \) and therefore \( T \in \Omega(D') \) with constant probability. This completes the proof for the anonymous case.

Finally, for the non-anonymous case we show a reduction to the anonymous case. Now suppose that \( R \) is an algorithm designed for a setting where each node has a unique id and again assume that \( R \) takes only \( o(D) \) rounds with probability \( 1 - o(1) \). Consider algorithm \( R' \) that extends algorithm \( R \) by causing each node to choose an id uniformly at random from \([1, n^4]\) initially. This id is then used as input for algorithm \( R \) (instead of the id assigned in a non-anonymous network in which \( R \) is guaranteed to work). The event \( U \), where all chosen ids are unique, occurs with probability at least \( 1 - n^{-2} \). By definition of \( R' \), we have \( \mathbb{P} \left[ R' \text{ succeeds} \mid U \right] = \mathbb{P} \left[ R \text{ succeeds} \mid \text{error} \right] \). And, from the anonymous case above, we know that \( \mathbb{P} \left[ R' \text{ succeeds} \right] \leq 15/16 \). It follows that \( \mathbb{P} \left[ R' \text{ succeeds} \mid U \right] \leq (15/16)/\mathbb{P} \left[ U \right] \leq 15/16(1 - n^{-2}) \), for sufficiently large \( n \). This shows that algorithm \( R \) succeeds with probability at most \( 15/16 + 15/16n^2 \) and completes the proof of the Theorem.

\[ \square \]

## 4 Algorithms

In this section we present the technical details of the upper bounds of Table 1. (See Section 1.1 for a general overview.)
4.1 Demonstrating that the message lower bound is tight

We first show that our $\Omega(m)$ lower bound (cf. Theorem 3.1) is tight even in the deterministic case by presenting a deterministic $O(m)$ messages algorithm. What allows this algorithm to use less messages than other algorithms in this paper is the fact that we do not bound the time. Fredrickson and Lynch [8] presented such an algorithm for rings (using $n$ messages; recall that in a ring, $m = n$). The algorithm presented below is a generalization of their algorithm.

For simplicity, we first assume all the nodes wake up at the same time. Each node $v$ initiates an annexing agent that walks over all the graph in a Depth First Search (DFS) manner, carrying $v$’s unique ID. (Using agents is just a convenient way to describe such an algorithm [12]; the actual implementation is by messages; to translate to message passing, when the agent of $v$ wishes to pass over some edge $e$, a message, carrying $v$’s ID, is sent over $e$ instead; the DFS marking of edge $e$ are left at the endpoints of $e$, and are associated there with the ports of $e$).

To take care of congestion, if two agents are waiting to traverse edge $e$, then only the agent with the lower ID traverses it. The one with the higher ID, is destroyed. Moreover, the ID of each agent who has ever passed any node $w$ is left in $w$. An agent for some ID $j$ who reaches a node previously visited by an agent with a smaller ID $i < j$ is destroyed. Similarly, if the agent for $j$ is waiting in some node $w$ when the agent for some $i < j$ arrives, then the agent for $j$ is destroyed.

The rule enabling the reduction in messages is that an agent whose ID is $i$ performs one DFS step each $2^i$ steps. An agent for ID $i$ who completed the DFS is back in the node whose unique ID is $i$. It declares this node the leader.

The message complexity is translated immediately to the total number of DFS steps taken by all the agents. The agent with the lowest ID takes $2m$ steps ($2m$ messages), and covers the whole network. By that time, all the other agents have encountered the lowest id agent and have been destroyed. Out of those, the agent with the next to smallest ID took at most half of the number of steps taken by the lowest. That is, the next to lowest took at most $m$ steps. The next took, at most, $m/2$. The total number of steps taken by everybody is no larger than $4m$.

The time complexity depends on the lowest ID $i$ (it is $2m2^i$). Each node may need to use memory (of $O(\log n)$ bits) per each other node and per each of its own ports (for multiple DFSs performed in parallel).

Let us now remove the assumption that all the nodes wake up simultaneously. For that, the algorithm starts with a “wakeup” phase as follows. Each node who wakes up spontaneously, starts a (synchronous) distributed Breadth First Search algorithm. Each not- yet- awake node who receives a message of the BFS, wakes up and forwards the BFS to its neighbors. An already awake node who receives such a message discards it. Clearly, all the nodes wake up, and the total cost of this phase is $2m$ messages and $D$ time.

Having woken up, each node initiates an annexing agent who acts as described above for the annexing token. Hence, a leader is elected using no more than $4m$ messages, after the time $t_1$ when all the nodes are awake. Let us analyze the number of messages used by annexing agents from the time $t_0$ when the first node (or set of nodes) woke up, until $t_1$. Recall that the duration of this time interval is at most $D$. Similarly to the previous analysis, the lowest ID agent could have taken at most $D$ steps during that time interval (using $D$ messages), the second lowest $D/2$, etc. The total number of messages used by the algorithm is, thus, at most $2D + 2m + 4m = O(m)$.

Since the above algorithm is just a composition of well known techniques, we omit its formal description (and a more formal analysis). From the description and the discussion above, the theorem below follows easily.
4.2 Matching both lower bounds simultaneously

We first consider a leader election algorithms based on the least element (Least-El) list data structure, which was introduced in [7]. We first describe the Least-El data structure which assumes that each node \( u \) is equipped with a rank \( \rho(u) \). Let \( \text{DIST}(u, v) \) denote the length of the shortest path between \( u \) and \( v \) in the input graph \( G \). Given a set of nodes \( S \), we say that \( w \in S \) is the least element of \( S \) if \( \rho(w) < \rho(v) \), for all \( v \in S \). For a node \( u \), the least element list \( \text{LE}_u = \langle u, v_1, \ldots, v_t \rangle \) of \( u \) is a list of nodes, such that, for any \( v_i \in \text{LE}_u \), it holds that \( v_i \) is the least element of the \( \text{DIST}(u, v_i) \)-neighborhood of \( u \). By definition, the first entry of \( \text{LE}_u \) is \( u \) itself, followed by \( u \)’s smallest rank neighbor \( v_1 \) if \( \rho(v_1) < \rho(u) \). The 3rd entry might contain \( u \)’s 2-hop neighbor \( v_2 \) of smallest rank if \( \rho(v_2) < \rho(v_1) \), and so forth.

For completeness, we now describe the distributed least element list algorithm of [11]. Each node \( u \) chooses its rank \( \rho(u) \) uniformly at random from the range \([1, n^\epsilon]\) and forwards \( \rho(u) \) to its neighbors. Upon receiving \( u \)’s message, the neighbor \( v \) adds an entry for \( u \) to \( \text{LE}_v \) if \( u \)’s rank is strictly smaller than \( \rho(v) \). Otherwise, \( v \) sends an echo message back to \( u \). Nodes forward each newly added entry of their respective Least-El list once and discard any other received rank information. Note that every node \( u \) receives all rank messages from distance \( r \) in round \( r \) and hence adds at most 1 entry to \( \text{LE}_u \) per round. For each ignored distance \( r \) message, node \( u \) sends an echo message that is forwarded to the respective distance \( r \)-neighbor. It follows that no new entries are added to \( \text{LE}_u \) after \( D \) rounds, and after \( O(D) \) rounds, all echo messages have reached their origin and each node knows that the Least-El list construction is complete, since they have received all echo messages from all neighbors. Now consider the (unique w.h.p.) node \( v_s \) that has the smallest rank in the network. Clearly, \( v_s \in \text{LE}_u \), for every node \( u \), and \( v_s \) never adds any other entry to its own Least-El list. Thus \( v_s \) can elect itself as the leader and every node knows that \( v_s \) is the leader after \( O(D) \) rounds. It is shown in [11] that \( |\text{LE}_u| \in O(\log n) \), for every node \( u \) w.h.p., which implies that the total number of messages sent for constructing the Least-El lists is \( O(m \log n) \). This yields a universal leader election algorithm that runs in \( O(D) \) time, w.h.p., uses \( O(m \log n) \) messages, and succeeds with high probability.

We now show that the least-element list algorithm when combined with a sparsification procedure yields optimal message and time complexity in sufficiently dense graphs. The distributed spanner construction of [6] yields a \( k \)-spanner \( G' \) with \( n^{1+1/k} \) edges in \( O(k^2) \) rounds while using \( O(km) \) messages in the CONGEST model. Consider a fixed constant \( \epsilon > 0 \), we can obtain a \( n^{1+\epsilon/2} \) spanner \( G' \) in \( O(1) \) rounds using only \( O(m) \) messages. Moreover, even if the graph is sparse, i.e. \( m < n^{1+\epsilon/2} \), the spanner construction uses \( O(m) \) messages and therefore does not worsen the total message complexity. Applying the algorithm of [11] to the sparsified graph \( G' \) shows that we can match both of our lower bounds in sufficiently dense graphs:

**Corollary 4.2.** Consider a network of \( n \) nodes, \( m \) edges, and diameter \( D \) and assume that each node knows \( n \). Let \( \epsilon > 0 \) be a fixed constant. If \( m \geq n^{1+\epsilon} \), then there is a randomized algorithm that achieves leader election with high probability, takes \( O(D) \) time and has an expected message complexity of \( O(m) \).

We now present Monte Carlo variants of the Least-El list election algorithm that (1) reduce the message complexity and (2) do not require any knowledge of \( n \). Also, if the diameter \( D \) is common knowledge, then we can get corresponding Las Vegas algorithms (cf. Cor. 4.6)
Initially, after having sampled a random rank, each node becomes a candidate with probability \( f(n)/n \), for a fixed \( f(n) \leq n \) where \( f(n) \in \Omega(1) \). (For now, we assume that nodes have knowledge of \( n \). We will show below how to get rid of this assumption in the case of \( f(n) = n \), i.e., when each node becomes candidate.) Each candidate \( u \) chooses a random rank \( \rho(u) \) from the range \([1, n^4]\) whereas non-candidate nodes set their rank to \( n^4 + 1 \). Only candidate nodes generate messages containing their own rank, while non-candidate nodes only update their own Least-El lists (not containing their own id) with received rank messages and forward these messages accordingly. By the above description, this ensures that the candidate with the smallest chosen rank becomes the leader after \( O(D) \) rounds.

**Lemma 4.3.** The expected size of the Least-El list at each node is bounded by \( O(\min(\log f(n), D)) \).

**Proof.** Consider a node \( v \) and define \( N_k \) to be an ordering of the candidates within the \( k \)-neighborhood of \( v \) that is non-decreasing w.r.t. distance to \( v \). That is, the 2nd entries of \( N_k \) are candidates that are neighbors of \( v \), followed by the 2-hop neighbors that became candidate and so forth, up to and including the distance \( k \) candidates. Since the expected number of nodes that become candidate is \( f(n) \), we also have \( \mathbb{E}[|N_k|] \in O(f(n)) \), for any \( k \). Let \( u_i \) be the \( i \)-th (candidate) entry of \( N_k \). We now consider the list \( S_k \) that contains entry \( \langle u_i \rangle \) iff \( \rho(u_i) < \rho(u_j) \), for all \( j < i \). Since ranks of candidates are chosen uniformly at random, the \( i \)-th entry is in \( S_k \) with probability \( \leq 1/i \). This implies that \( \mathbb{E}[|S_k|] \leq \sum_{i=1}^{|N_k|} \frac{1}{i} \in O(\log f(n)) \). Observe that the probability of an entry to be in the least element list of \( v \) (after \( k \) rounds) is not larger than being in \( S_k \). In other words, the size of list \( S_k \) stochastically dominates the size of the \( k \)-round least element list at \( v \), which implies \( \mathbb{E}[| LE_v |] \in O(\log f(n)) \). Finally, we notice that the Least-El list of \( v \) contains at most 1 entry for each distance \( k \) \((1 \leq k \leq D)\) and thus at most \( D \) entries in total. \( \square \)

**Theorem 4.4.** Consider a network of \( n \) nodes, \( m \) edges, and diameter \( D \) and assume that each node knows \( n \). Let \( f(n) \leq n \) be any function such that \( f(n) \in \Omega(1) \). There is a randomized leader election algorithm \( A \) that terminates in \( O(D) \) rounds, has an expected message complexity of \( O(m \cdot \min(\log f(n), D)) \) and succeeds with probability \( 1 - 1/e^{\Theta(f(n))} \). This implies the following:

(A) There is an algorithm that takes \( O(D) \) time, has an expected message complexity of \( O(m \cdot \min(\log \log n, D)) \) and succeeds with high probability.

(B) For any small constant \( \varepsilon > 0 \), there is an algorithm that takes \( O(D) \) time, sends \( O(m) \) messages and succeeds with probability at least \( 1 - \varepsilon \).

**Proof.** The algorithm succeeds if there is at least 1 candidate. Since nodes choose to become candidates independently and the expected number of candidates is \( f(n) \), a standard Chernoff bound shows that the probability of having at least 1 candidate is \( \geq 1 - 1/e^{\Theta(f(n))} \) and, if \( f(n) \in \Theta(\log n) \), there is a candidate with high probability.

The termination time of the least element list construction is \( O(D) \), which implies the sought bound on the time complexity. Recall that each node forwards each of its least element list entries exactly once to its neighbors. By Lemma 4.3, the expected size of each least element list is \( O(\min(\log f(n), D)) \). Note that a node sends each one of its (at most \( \log f(n) \)) list entries exactly once to each neighbor. Thus, the total number of rank messages sent by all (non-candidate and candidate) nodes is \( O(m \cdot \min(\log f(n), D)) \). Since nodes only send echo messages in response to received rank messages, the expected total number of message is \( O(m \cdot \min(\log f(n), D)) \) as required. Setting \( f(n) = \Theta(\log n) \) proves (A). For (B), we consider any given \( \varepsilon > 0 \) and set \( f(n) = 4 \log(1/\varepsilon) \), which yields a message complexity of \( O(m) \) and success with probability at least \( 1 - \varepsilon \). \( \square \)
Corollary 4.5. Consider a network of \( n \) nodes, \( m \) edges, and diameter \( D \), and assume that nodes do not have knowledge of \( n \). There is a randomized algorithm that achieves leader election with probability 1, takes \( O(D) \) time and has a message complexity of \( O(m \min(\log n, D)) \) with high probability.

Proof. Consider the following protocol for estimating the network size \( n \): Each node \( u \) flips an unbiased coin until the outcome is heads; let \( X_u \) denote the random variable that contain the number of times that \( X_u \) is flipped. Then, nodes exchange their respective values of \( X_u \) whereas each node only forwards the highest value of \( X_u \) (once) that it has seen so far. We observe that \( X_u \) is geometrically distributed and denote its global maximum by \( \bar{X} \). For any \( u \),

\[
\mathbb{P}[X_u \geq 2 \log_2 n] = \frac{1}{2^{2\log_2 n}},
\]

and by taking a union bound, \( \mathbb{P}[\bar{X} \geq 2 \log_2 n] \leq \frac{1}{n} \). Furthermore,

\[
\mathbb{P}[\bar{X} < \log_2 n - \log_2(\log n)] = (1 - 1/2^{\log_2 n - \log_2(\log n)})n \approx 1 - \exp(-n/2^{\log_2 n - \log_2(\log n)}).
\]

It follows that each node forwards at most \( O(\log n) \) distinct values (w.h.p.) and thus the number of messages is \( O(m \log n) \). To detect termination, we use the same echo mechanism as in the least element list algorithm described above. After \( O(D) \) rounds, each node knows the value of \( \bar{X} \), denoted by \( x \), and sets its estimate \( \hat{n} = 2^x \). Due to the above bounds on \( \bar{X} \) it follows that (w.h.p.) \( \hat{n} \in O(n^2) \) and \( \hat{n} \in \Omega(n/\log n) \).

Then, nodes execute the least element list algorithm with some crucial differences: First, we note that since with high probability all ranks are unique, applying Theorem 4.4 yields the same bounds as in the case where \( n \) is known exactly. Moreover, nodes use \( \hat{n} \) and \( f(n) = \hat{n} \) when running the least element list algorithm, i.e., every node becomes candidate. We include the (preassigned) unique node ids when comparing ranks to break ties. This guarantees that there is always a unique node with highest (rank,ID) pair and thus there is exactly 1 leader.

Finally, if nodes know both \( n \) and \( D \), we can transform the Monte Carlo algorithm of Theorem 4.4 to a Las Vegas algorithm, by instructing nodes to restart the algorithm if no messages were received during \( \Theta(D) \) rounds and repeat until eventually a leader is elected. In the case \( f(n) \in \Theta(1) \), there is a constant probability of having at least 1 candidate. Thus the expected number of times that nodes need to restart is also constant, and each rerun of the algorithm takes \( O(D) \) time and has an expected \( O(m) \) message complexity.

Corollary 4.6. Consider a network of \( n \) nodes, \( m \) edges, and diameter \( D \), and assume that nodes have knowledge of \( n \) and \( D \). There is a randomized algorithm that achieves leader election with probability 1, has an expected time complexity of \( O(D) \) and an expected message complexity of \( O(m) \).

4.3 Approaching the lower bounds

Approaching by a randomized algorithm: We now present an algorithm that first sparsifies the given network and then solves leader election by instantiating the algorithm of Theorem 4.4. In contrast to the sparsification procedure used for Corollary 4.2, the bounds of our clustering algorithm hold in all graphs. In more detail\(^3\), our algorithm proceeds in 3 phases. We first randomly select \( \Theta(\log n) \) candidates and each candidate starts constructing a BFS tree in Phase 1. At the end of this phase the network is partitioned into \( \Theta(\log n) \) clusters and each cluster consists

\(^{3}\)See Algorithm 1 for the complete pseudo code.
of only $O(n)$ tree edges. Note that we can construct the BFS trees in $O(D)$ time by sending $O(m)$ messages.

In Phase 2, we sparsify the inter-cluster edges. The crucial observation is that, for maintaining a diameter of $O(D \log n)$ we can discard all but 1 inter-cluster edge for each pair of adjacent clusters. This sparsification process is initiated locally by the BFS nodes that are adjacent to nodes in distinct BFS trees. Each such node locally sparsifies the inter-cluster edges and then propagates the updated inter-cluster graph to its BFS parent. Since there are $\Theta(\log n)$ clusters with high probability, the size of this (sparsified) inter-cluster graph is bounded by $O(\log^2 n)$, and can hence be sent across an edge in $O(\log n)$ rounds. Thus it takes $O(D \log n)$ time (w.h.p.) until each root has computed the final inter-cluster graph, which in turn is propagated downwards through the tree. This ensures that every BFS node knows the same inter-cluster graph by the end of Phase 2.

After sparsifying, we are left with $O(n + \log^2 n)$ edges in total. In Phase 3, we execute the algorithm of Theorem 4.4 on this network, requiring only $O(n \log n)$ additional messages and $O(D \log n)$ time. Overall, the message complexity is $O(m + n \log n)$, whereas the time is dominating by $O(D \log n)$, with high probability.

**Theorem 4.7.** Consider any network of $n$ nodes, $m$ edges, and diameter $D$, and assume that each node has knowledge of $n$. With high probability, Algorithm 1 elects a unique leader in $O(D \log n)$ rounds and uses $O(m + n \log n)$ messages.

**Proof.** Let $X$ be the random variable representing the number of candidates. The expected number of candidates is $8 \log n$. By invoking a standard Chernoff bound (cf. Theorems 4.4 and 4.5 in [17]), we get that there are $\Theta(\log n)$ candidates (and therefore $\Theta(\log n)$ distinct clusters) with high probability.

We now argue the message complexity bound for Phase 1: By the description of the algorithm, each node $v$ sends at most one join request, either due to $v$ being a candidate, or triggered by receiving a (first) join request from a neighbor. Since $v$ only responds to the first join request, $v$ sends at most 1 (ack) message. It follows that every node sends a constant number of messages of $O(\log n)$ size over each incident link and hence the total number of messages sent in Phase 1 is $O(m)$.

To bound the message complexity of Phase 2, we need to argue that any message containing graph $\text{INTER-GRAPH}$ is of size $O(\log^2 n)$: Note that a leaf node $w$ first sparsifies $\text{INTER-GRAPH}_w$ according to Line 13, before sending it to its parent. With high probability, there are no more than $O(\log n)$ clusters, which tells us that the number of distinct edge labels in $\text{INTER-GRAPH}_w$ is bounded by $O(\log n)$. Since isolated vertices are removed from $\text{INTER-GRAPH}_w$ before forwarding, we get that $|\text{INTER-GRAPH}_w| \in O(\log^2 n)$. For any non-leaf node $v$, it is sufficient to observe that node $v$ performs the same sparsification procedure like leaf nodes after merging the graphs received from $v$'s children. Thus, by the above argument, this again results in $\text{INTER-GRAPH}_v \in O(\log^2 n)$, as required. Finally, when the candidate (root) node $u$ initiates the broadcasting (cf. Line 15) of $\text{INTER-GRAPH}_u$ (of $O(\log^2 n)$ size) to its children who simply forward the (unchanged) graph $\text{INTER-GRAPH}_u$ along the edges of the BFS tree. Note that all communication in Phase 2 uses only the $O(n)$ BFS tree edges and, in particular, no messages are sent across inter-cluster edges. Since nodes can send messages of size $O(\log n)$ and each node sends $\text{INTER-GRAPH}$ over a tree edge at most twice, the total number of messages in Phase 2 is $O(n \log n)$ with high probability.

After Phase 2, the sparsified network has $O(n + \log^2 n) = O(n)$ edges (w.h.p.), which, according to Theorem 4.4, bounds the additional messages of invoking the algorithm of Theorem 4.4 in Phase 3.
Algorithm 1: The Clustering Algorithm

1: Initially, each node becomes a candidate with probability $\frac{8\log n}{n}$.

Phase 1: Cluster Construction
2: Overview: Each candidate $u$ constructs a BFS tree and every non-candidate $w$ joins one of these BFS trees. After Phase 1, each node $v$ maintains 2 graphs: 1. $\text{TREE}_v$ contains the (local) neighborhood of the BFS tree that $v$ has joined. 2. $\text{INTER-GRAPH}_v$ represents the connections to neighbors of $v$ that joined different BFS trees.
3: for each candidate $u$ (in parallel) do
4: Node $u$ sets $\text{CLUSTER}_u ← u$ and initiates the construction of a BFS tree by forwarding a $\langle \text{join}, u \rangle$ request to all neighbors.
5: Tree edges: If a non-candidate node $w$ receives a join request $\langle \text{join}, u \rangle$ for the first time, it sets $\text{CLUSTER}_w ← u$ and forwards $\langle \text{join}, u \rangle$ to all its neighbors except to node $v$ that sent the request. Then, node $w$ sends an $\langle \text{ack} \rangle$ message to $v$. We call $v$ the parent of $u$ and $w$ a child of $v$. (If $w$ receives multiple join requests simultaneously the first time, it arbitrarily picks one request and discards all others.) After $w$ has received the first join request in some round, it ignores any subsequently arriving join requests.
6: Each node $w$ adds the edges to its parent and its children to $\text{TREE}_w$.
7: Inter-cluster edges: For each neighbor $v \notin \text{TREE}_w$, node $w$ adds the edge $(w, v)$ that is labeled with $\text{CLUSTER}_w$ to the graph $\text{INTER-GRAPH}_w$.
8: After Phase 1, only edges in $\text{TREE}$ and $\text{INTER-GRAPH}$ are used for communication and each node $v$ belongs to some BFS tree determined by $\text{CLUSTER}_v$.

Phase 2: Sparsify Inter-Cluster Edges
9: Overview: In this phase, we reduce the inter-cluster edges to $O(\log^2 n)$ in total, by retaining no more than 1 connection between any pair of clusters.
10: for each BFS tree $T$ (in parallel) do
11: Every leaf node $w$ in $T$ performs sparsification on its graph $\text{INTER-GRAPH}_w$ as described in Line 13 and then forwards $\text{INTER-GRAPH}_w$ to its parent.
12: Merging: Every (non-leaf) node $v$ waits until it has received $\text{INTER-GRAPH}$ from all of its children. Let $\text{INTER-GRAPH}_w_1, \ldots, \text{INTER-GRAPH}_w_j$ be the received graphs. Node $v$ adds all edges and (distinct) vertices of these graphs (if any) to its own graph $\text{INTER-GRAPH}_v$.
13: Sparsify: Let $C$ be the distinct edge labels (i.e. cluster ids) in $\text{INTER-GRAPH}_v$ of node $v$. For each cluster id $c_i ∈ C$, node $v$ discards all but one edge with label $c_i$ from $\text{INTER-GRAPH}_v$, i.e., $|E(\text{INTER-GRAPH}_v)| = |C|$ after this step; node $v$ also removes any isolated vertices.
14: Node $v$ forwards $\text{INTER-GRAPH}_v$ to its (BFS tree) parent. (This might take multiple rounds.)
15: Once the candidate (root) node $u$ has merged all graphs from its children, it broadcasts the updated graph $\text{INTER-GRAPH}_u$ to all children. (This might take multiple rounds.)
16: Upon receiving $\text{INTER-GRAPH}_u$ from a parent $u$, node $v$ sets its own graph to $\text{INTER-GRAPH}_v ← \text{INTER-GRAPH}_v ∩ \text{INTER-GRAPH}_u$ and in turn forwards $\text{INTER-GRAPH}_u$ to its children.

Phase 3: Perform Election:
17: Invoke the algorithm of Theorem 4.4 (with $f(n) = n$) on the network $(\bigcup_v \text{TREE}_v) ∪ (\bigcup_v \text{INTER-GRAPH}_v)$.

by $O(n \log n)$. Summing up over Phases 1-3, we get a total message complexity of $O(m + n \log n)$ with high probability.

Observe that Phases 1-2 construct an overlay network that is connected, since the sparsification phase retains one inter-cluster edge for any two clusters that are adjacent in the original network. Thus, we run the algorithm of Theorem 4.4 in Phase 3 on a connected network. Since we have
\( \Theta(\log n) \) candidates with high probability, the correctness of electing exactly 1 leader follows from Theorem 4.4.

Next, we analyze the time complexity. Clearly, the time for constructing a BFS tree is bounded by \( O(D) \). Moreover, constructing \textsc{inter-graph} at any node \( w \) does not require additional time. Hence the total number of rounds of Phase 1 is bounded by \( O(D) \). During Phase 2, nodes communicate only with nodes in the same BFS tree. According to our argument for the message complexity, at most \( O(\log n) \) messages are sent over each tree edge during Phase 2, since \textsc{inter-graph} is sent at most twice by each node. In the worst case, this induces a congestion of \( O(\log n) \) at each affected (tree) edge. Thus we can bound the total number of rounds to complete Phase 2 by \( O(D \log n) \).

In Phase 3, we invoke the algorithm of Theorem 4.4, takes \( O(D') \) rounds on any network with diameter \( D' \). Since the diameter of each BFS tree is at most \( O(D) \) and we have \( \Theta(\log n) \) BFS trees (w.h.p.), it follows that the diameter of the sparsified network (on which we execute the algorithm of Theorem 4.4) is bounded by \( O(D \log n) \). This implies that Algorithm 1 terminates in \( O(D \log n) \) rounds with high probability.

\[ \square \]

**Approaching the bounds deterministically:** We now present a deterministic algorithm cf. Algorithm 2 that can achieve Leader Election in \( O(D \log n) \) time and \( O(m \log n) \) messages, where \( D \) is the diameter, \( n \) the number of nodes and \( m \) the number of edges of the graph. This algorithm works without any knowledge of parameters \( D, n \) or \( m \). We show later that there is a somewhat simpler algorithm that achieves the same bounds if \( D \) is known to the nodes.

Informally, in Algorithm 2, all nodes wakeup simultaneously in \textit{phase 1} and consider themselves to be Leader candidates. In each phase \( p \), every candidate \( v \) in that phase tries to grow a BFS tree (kingdom) of radius \( 2^p \) (i.e. every node within distance \( 2^p \) of \( v \) considers \( v \) as their leader candidate). However, messages from different candidates can now collide at inbetween nodes and an election ensues. In an election between two nodes, the node in the higher phase (or higher ID, if they have the same phase) wins. In fact, the higher phase node just continues growing its kingdom as if no collision happened. We call the process in each phase the \textit{4-stage Election}. The messages in the stages are called \textsc{elect}, \textsc{ack}, \textsc{confirm} and \textsc{victor}. The \textsc{ack} messages tell a candidate if it has successfully grown its kingdom without collisions or if it has won all its collisions. If it lost, it also comes to know the identity of the highest winner. Using \textsc{confirm} messages, it broadcasts this identity to its neighboring candidates. As before, the \textsc{confirm} messages collide and the information about the highest winner is convergecast back using \textsc{victor} messages. Consider the graph of candidates at this point, where each node is a kingdom and an edge exists between two kingdoms if and only if they collide. The 4-stage election implies that candidates know not only about their neighbors but also about their neighbor of neighbors. Thus, a candidate that wins its phase wins over not only its neighbors but also the neighbor of neighbors. As soon as a candidate wins a phase, it proceeds to the next phase. As the number of candidates exponentially decreases, this ensures that the algorithm terminates in \( O(\log n) \) time (Lemma 4.8). Moreover, an edge is used at most a constant number of times in a phase giving a message complexity of \( O(m \log n) \) (Lemma 4.9).

As mentioned before, candidates maybe in different phases in the algorithm at a given time. However, candidates in the same phase may also be at different stages. In particular, an \textsc{elect} message from one candidate may collide with messages at later stage of another candidate (at least one of such colliding messages must be an \textsc{elect} message). If a candidate is late for all its elections with another node, the candidate sets its state to nonelected but continues the present phase as usual. Our main result is stated in Theorem 4.10.
Algorithm 2 The Double-Win Growing Kingdom Algorithm. Candidates try to conquer exponentially larger territories in each phase, but if they get defeated by a higher ID candidate, they also inform their neighboring candidates about this higher ID candidate. A leader is elected after $O(D \log n)$ phases.

1: Algorithm proceeds in phases $p = 1, 2, \ldots$. Within each phase, there are 4 stages (each with its particular type of message). If messages from different candidates reach the same node, we say that a collision has occurred. Messages from a higher phase ignore collisions with messages of a lower phase and proceed as if the collision did not occur (i.e. it overruns). If messages of the same phase collide, higher stage messages win over lower stages, and for messages of the same stage, the higher ID message wins. The format of an ACK() message is $\text{ACK(Origin, VALUE, LATEFLAG)}$ where Origin is the node where the message originated (e.g. where a collision occurred), VALUE is the value used for election (e.g. IDs), and LATEFLAG is a flag set to LATE if the collision involved messages of different phases and set to OK otherwise.

2: for all candidate nodes $v$ (in parallel) in phase $p$ do
4-stage Election:
3: (Stage 1) Phase $p$, Step 1: Node $v$ initiates the construction of a BFS tree of depth $2^{p-1}$ by sending $\text{ELECT(phase, v, Counter)}$ message to all neighbors, where Counter is set to $2^{p-1}$.
4: if $\text{ELECT(w'.phase, w'.ID, Counter)}$ message received from neighbors $w'$, where $w.ID$ is the highest ID seen (including the ID of $v$) then
5: (Stage 2) Set $v.\text{Max} = (w.\text{phase}, w.\text{ID})$. Send $\text{ACK(v, v.\text{Max}, OK)}$ to $w'$
6: (Stage 3) $v$ receives $\text{ACK(w, v_i.\text{Max}, LATEFLAG)}$ from all its neighbors $i$ (where $v_i.\text{ID}$ may even be $v.\text{ID}$ (if $v$ won)) Set $v.\text{Max}$ to the highest $(v_i.\text{phase}, v_i.\text{ID})$. Broadcast $\text{CONFIRM(v.\text{Max})}$ along $v$'s BFS tree.
7: if there exists a $w$, all of the $\text{ACK()}$ messages from which have their LATEFLAG set then \{v was late for an election\}
8: set state to non-elected (non-candidate).
9: (Stage 4) $v$ receives $\text{VICTOR(v_i.\text{phase}, v_i.\text{ID})}$ from all its neighbors $i$. If $v.\text{Max}$ is the highest (of $(v_i.\text{phase}, v_i.\text{ID})$), then, if $v$ is not in state non-elected, $v$ continues as a candidate for the next round else sets its state to non-elected (non-candidate).
10: for non-candidate node $z$ do
11: (No Collision) If $z$ is already part of $v$’s BFS tree (from the previous phase) and receives only the message $\text{ELECT(v.phase, v.ID, counter)}$ message from $z$’s parent, decrement counter and forward $v$’s $\text{Elect()}$ message to its children.

Collision and 4-Stage Election:
12: If $v$’s $\text{Elect()}$ message reaches $z$ and $v$ has a higher phase than $z.\text{Max}$, then $z$ becomes part of $v$’s BFS tree for this (higher) phase (If it received $z$’s message from multiple nodes simultaneously, it selects one of them arbitrarily as its parent and sends an ack to the rest), decrements the counter of the message and forwards $z$’s message to nodes it has not heard from in this phase (marking them as children in the BFS tree). $v$ then awaits $\text{ACK}$ messages from its children to convergecast back.
13: (Stage 1) If multiple $\text{Elect()}$ messages of the same phase collide at $z$ and $v$ has the highest ID of them, $z$ sets $z.\text{Max}$ to $v$’s fields, and broadcasts $v$’s $\text{Elect()}$ message further to neighbors $z$ hasn’t talked to in this phase and awaits their $\text{ACK()}$. If $z$ has no such neighbors, it enters Stage 2 and convergecasts back $\text{ACK(z.\text{Max})}$
14: (Stage 2) Convergecast $\text{ACK(z.\text{Max})}$ to $z$’s parent. If $z$ received an $\text{Elect(v)}$ message of the same phase as $\text{Max}$, an $\text{ACK(z, z.\text{Max}, LATE)}$ message is convergecast back to $v$.
15: (Stage 3) Broadcast $\text{CONFIRM(z.\text{Max})}$ to $z$’s children in $v$’s BFS tree.
16: (Stage 4) Convergecast $\text{VICTOR(z.\text{Max})}$ to $z$’s parent.
17: Termination: During the BFS growth phase (Stage 1), each node detects if it is the leaf of the fully grown tree (i.e. it is a leaf and its distance from the root is less than $2^p$ for phase $p$) and convergecasts this information back. If all the neighbors of candidate $v$ convergecast this information, then $v$ knows it is the only candidate left (and becomes leader).
First, we prove the following lemmas about Algorithm 2 on a network of \( n \) nodes, \( m \) edges, and diameter \( D \).

**Lemma 4.8.** There are at most \( \frac{n}{2^{p-1}} \) candidates at any point in time during phase \( p \).

**Proof.** The proof is by induction on \( p \). For the base case, consider \( p = 1 \). All the \( n \) nodes are candidates at step 1 of phase 1. This phase lasts 4 steps. Assume that more than \( n/2 \) candidates remain at the end of this phase (i.e. step 4). We will show that this yields a contradiction: By the description of the algorithm, each node gets the IDs of its neighboring nodes and then informs each of them of the highest ID it saw. Consider two surviving candidates \( v \) and \( w \). Nodes \( v \) and \( w \) must be separated by at least two nodes, else their IDs would have reached each other (possibly via a common neighbor). Let us say a node \( z \) dominates node \( x \) at time \( t \) if \( x \) got a message originating from \( z \) at some time \( t' \leq t \) and at time \( t \), node \( z \) survives but \( x \) does not. Clearly, \( v \) and \( w \) dominate at least one node each, hence, the number of surviving candidates cannot be more than \( n/2 \) and all of them proceed to phase 2 at the beginning of the next step.

By the inductive hypothesis, there are at most \( \frac{n}{2^{p-1}} \) candidates in phase \( p - 1 \). If there are at most \( \frac{n}{2^{p-1}} \) such candidates, we are done. Each candidate in phase \( p \) tries to grow to a radius of \( 2^{p-1} \). If each of them succeeds, this implies that there are at most \( \frac{n}{2^{p-1}} \) such candidates. (Consider a path composed of the longest paths of these kingdoms; this path cannot exceed the diameter, which is bounded by \( n - 1 \)). Thus we consider the case when there are collisions. There were at most \( \frac{n}{2^{p-1}} \) candidates of phase \( p - 1 \) to begin with, and each of them tries to grow to a radius of \( 2^{p-1} \). Consider the graph where each of these kingdoms is a node (label the node by its candidate) and an edge exists between two nodes if and only if they suffer a collision. By a similar argument as above (each node collects the maximum ID of all its neighbors and informs them of the maximum ID), each pair of the surviving colliding candidates is 3-separated (has at least two other nodes in between) in this graph if there is a path between them. Thus, each candidate dominates at least one other (defeated) candidate and the number of surviving candidates reaching phase \( p \) is at most \( \frac{n}{2^{p-1}} \). \( \square \)

**Lemma 4.9.** Each phase of Algorithm 2 uses \( O(m) \) messages.

**Proof.** Consider an edge \((x, y)\) and count the number of messages of a particular phase \( p \) that go over it. By the description of the algorithm, the election happens in four different stages (each stage uses a different kind of message). If \((x, y)\) belongs to node \( v \)'s BFS tree in phase \( p - 1 \), only one message for each stage traverses this edge. Only if the edge belongs to the border of two colliding kingdoms, then messages from both the colliding kingdoms may traverse the edge, but this only doubles the number of messages. Further, as soon as a phase is completed, if a candidate survives one phase, it proceeds to the next. Thus, each stage can take at most \( 4D \) time for completion. At the end of at most \( 4D \) steps, we are left with only one node and
this node enters phase $\log n + 1$. Using a simple termination condition (Algorithm 2: line 17), this node can detect that it is the only candidate left and declare itself the leader. Since there are only $\log n + 1$ phases, from Lemma 4.9, we get that the algorithm uses $O(m \log n)$ messages.

**Knowledge of $D$**

If the nodes knew the diameter $D$, Algorithm 2 could be simplified in the following way. The algorithm will now consist of (at most $\log n$) phases. Each phase consists of exactly $4D$ time steps. All nodes wake up simultaneously at the beginning of the algorithm and try to grow their kingdom to a radius of $D$. In case of collision, the algorithm proceeds as in Algorithm 2 except that now all the candidates are in the same phase and same stages. If a candidate finishes its task for the current phase sooner than in $4D$ time, it waits till the end of that phase. Now, all candidates that move to the next phase start the next phase simultaneously. With an analysis similar to that of Lemma 4.8, it follows that the number of surviving candidates (at least) halves in each phase. Thus, this simplified algorithm terminates with a leader in $O(D \log n)$ time and $O(m \log n)$ message. Algorithm 2 could be similarly modified so that all candidates of a phase $p$ start simultaneously and try to grow their kingdom to $2^p$. However, if the nodes do not know $D$ and there are $O(\log n)$ phases, it is possible that the larger phases take $O(n)$ steps. This is because some nodes may now have to wait for $2^O(\log n)$ steps after having collided with other candidates much earlier in the phase.

## 5 Conclusion

We studied the role played by randomization in universal leader election. Some open questions on universal leader election raised by our work are: Is there a deterministic leader election algorithm that runs in $O(D)$ rounds and uses only $O(m + n \log n)$ messages in the worst case? Can we find tight (universal) upper and lower bounds for general graphs with and without knowledge of $n$? What is the precise trade-off between the probability of success and simultaneously approaching the $\Omega(D)$ and $\Omega(m)$ lower bounds?
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